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IT’S TIME TO PARTY                                                 

Alexa Vasko

A gust of wind almost blew over the homemade 
centrepiece, but Stella’s birthday party was still in full flight. Even 
though the weather was far from perfect, there was no way 
Mrs. Wilson would welcome these rambunctious guests into 
her home. Packed like sardines, friends and family gathered in 
every square inch of the Wilson’s backyard to celebrate Stella’s 
6th birthday. Stella wore her favourite pink ballerina tutu, 
ruffled sloppily around her hips, along with a sparkling tiara that 
accentuated her bright blue eyes. Skipping around the yard, her 
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tutu bouncing with every step, Stella was ecstatic that everyone 
could attend her party. 

Even with the blaring music and continuous mumbles, Mrs. 
Wilson finally heard the soft hum of the van at the side gate. 
Stella’s final guest had arrived. 

“Grandpa’s here!” Mrs. Wilson cried to Stella over the 
commotion. 

Stella pranced to the side gate, swiftly opened the latch, 
and flew to the silver van that was parked tightly to the curb. The 
back doors opened simultaneously and like the sound of a robot, 
down lowered a ramp. 

“Grandpa!” Stella shouted as she bounced up and down on 
the curb. 

Coming down the ramp, out rolled Mr. Abrams. Once 
he reached level ground, Stella grabbed the two handles on 
the back of the wheelchair and with confidence, rolled her 
grandfather into her party. 

Harold Abrams was a respectable man, as he was dressed 
extremely sophisticated for a child’s birthday party. He was 
dressed in a bright white button-up, which was probably not 
the best idea for a party that was serving pink frosted cupcakes. 
His brown dress pants were fresh from the press, with the only 
creases around the pockets. The few hairs on his head danced 
in the wind, as the freckles on his skin looked like they had 
been shaken on like sprinkles. His skin had lost all elasticity, 
sagging with every movement, and his hands were chapped and 
calloused, resembling a hardworking man. 

Delighted her grandfather could make it, Stella weaved her 
grandpa through her backyard, introducing him to everyone 
she encountered. The wind rushing through the backyard was 
making it difficult for Stella to maneuver the chair, but her grip 
remained secure. 

“Grandpa, do you like my balloons?” Stella asked pointing 
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to a cluster of pink and purple balloons swaying in the corner of 
the house and the gate. 

“I like them even better since they’re pink and purple,” 
Harold said with a chuckle. Stella bent over with laughter and hit 
the side of his chair.  

The wind was really picking up now. The ceramic plates 
were hovering above the fold-up table, and lawn chairs were 
starting to elevate. Decorations were flying out of their places, 
and the balloons were twirling out of control, hitting the house. 

POP! A pink balloon vanished in a matter of seconds. 
POP… POP… POP!
Balloons were bursting and producing sounds like 

gunshots. Harold closed his eyes and turned his wheels in 
attempts to move in the opposite direction, but Stella’s grip 
opposed his movement. 

“Grandpa, where are you going? They’re just balloons!” 
Harold sank back into his chair as his trembling hands 

grabbed Stella’s, “I think I need to leave.”  

At 5 years of age, grandpa Harold moved to a small town 
in Canmore, Alberta. He lived in a rural community. Therefore, 
there was a ton of space for children to play outside. This is how 
he met Stanley. Stanley, who was the same age as Harold, lived 
a couple doors down, but their friendship was inseparable. 
Every day after dinner, which was at 5 o’clock sharp, Harold and 
Stanley would play outside until the street lights came on. This 
was the signal for them to return back to their home bases. Their 
favourite game to play together was something they called 
“Battleship.” Using sticks as rifles, pinecones as grenades, and 
bushes as bunkers, the two would fight imaginary enemies 
every day until sundown. 

“You got my back, Harry?” Stanley would shout as he 
moved from bush to bush.

“I will always have your back, Stan!” young Harold cried 
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while staying lookout with his stick raised on his shoulder. 

At 20 years of age, the two best-friends were enlisted into 
the Canadian Armed Forces as a part of the Calgary Regiment. 

“Just like we were young eh?” Harold said to Stanley as he 
slung his cargo bag over his shoulder.

Harold and Stanley simultaneously kissed their mothers 
on the cheek before they boarded the bus for Calgary, where 
the military base was located. Although somewhat excited, 
one hour and eight minutes from Canmore to Calgary was not 
enough time for Harold and Stanley to process what obstacles 
lied ahead. 

It was August 19, 1942, and it seemed like any other day in 
Dieppe, France. The sky was clear, and the air raids had halted, 
but it did not feel like any other day in Dieppe, France. Today’s 
objective for the Canadians was to execute an allied assault on 
the port of Dieppe, to which the Germans occupied. 

“Mornin’ Harry,” Stanley said as he rolled over in his cot, 
“Who’s ready to hold and seize a port?” 

Even in a tense situation, Stanley was the light at the end 
of the tunnel. Always bright-eyed and bushy-tailed, Stanley 
was optimistic and ready to embrace each day with a positive 
attitude. 

“Alright boys, let’s roll!” yelled Commander Rogers, who was 
in charge of the ground troops. 

Harold quickly rolled over, sat up, and slid his feet into his 
size 9 combat boots. Stanley grabbed his M1 rifle and Harold 
soon followed. In synchronized pairs, the Canadians marched 
out of the camp as they waited for a briefing from Commander 
Rogers.  

The Canadians were responsible for the frontal attack on 
Dieppe, along with allies from Britain and The United States. 
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Harold and Stanley were assigned to the front line. 
“Just like we were young, eh?” Harold whispered to Stanley 

as Commander Rogers was finishing his briefing.  
Suddenly, the air raid sirens started wailing again in the 

distance. 
“It’s time to party!” Commander Rogers screamed, which 

was code for “the battle is about to begin.”
The Germans weren’t backing down, not in the slightest. 

The Canadians were becoming victims of an ammunition storm, 
bullets raining from the skies of France. Andy Matthews, the 
youngest in the Regiment, tossed a grenade from way down in 
the trench, and others soon followed.

BOOM…BOOM…BOOM
The ground quivered with thunderous explosions, but 

no damage was being done on the Germans and their port. 
Being in the front line, Harold and Stanley could directly feel the 
vibrations from their enemies, which sent chunks of dried dirt 
dancing down the side of the trench. Stanley glanced over at 
Harold with a concerned look in his eyes, foreshadowing his next 
actions. 

“We can’t just sit here, that’s our port to seize!” Stanley 
yelled to Harold over the booms of battle. 

“Well we can’t go in the line of fire either, they have too 
much power!”  

Moving too quickly to elicit a response from Harold, Stanley 
put his rifle to his side and used his two free hands to hoist 
himself up out of the trench.

“You got my back, Harry?” Stanley shouted as he leaned 
over the edge of the trench. 

“I will always have your back, Stan!” Harold reluctantly 
yelled as he knew nothing could change Stanley’s action. 

And Stanley was off. Harold stayed as the lookout and 
watched as Stanley raised his rifle on his shoulder and ran 
towards the eye of the powerful German storm. Stanley ran so 
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far that Harold could no longer provide any cues. 
POP… POP… POP

 Stella could feel her grandfather’s hands tremble in her 
grip, but she didn’t quite understand why. Who could ever be 
afraid of something so harmless and symbolic of a good time? 

“It’s just a balloon Grandpa,” Stella innocently said again as 
she stroked his hands. 

Stella walked over to the corner of the house to retrieve the 
one pink balloon that survived. She pranced back to where her 
grandfather remained, holding tightly in her hand the string of 
the balloon. 

“See!” Stella exclaimed as she handed her grandfather the 
balloon, “It’s time to party!” 


